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Abstract

Low Frequency Earthquakes (LFEs) often occur in conjunction with transient strain episodes, or

Slow Slip Events (SSEs), in subduction zones. Their focal mechanism and location consistent

with shear failure on the plate interface argue for a model where LFEs are discrete dynamic rup-

tures in an otherwise slowly slipping interface. SSEs are mostly observed by surface geodetic

instruments with limited resolution and it is likely that only the largest ones are detected. The

time synchronization of LFEs and SSEs suggests that we could use the recorded LFEs to con-

strain the evolution of SSEs, and notably of the geodetically-undetected small ones. However,

inferring slow slip rate from the temporal evolution of LFE activity is complicated by the strong

temporal clustering of LFEs. Here we apply dedicated statistical tools to retrieve the temporal

evolution of SSE slip rates from the time history of LFE occurrences in two subduction zones,

Mexico and Cascadia, and in the deep portion of the San Andreas fault at Parkfield. We find

temporal characteristics of LFEs that are similar across these three different regions. The longer

term episodic slip transients present in these datasets show a slip rate decay with time after the

passage of the SSE front possibly as t−1/4. They are composed of multiple short term transients

with steeper slip rate decay as t−α with α between 1.4 and 2. We also find that the maximum

slip rate of SSEs has a continuous distribution. Our results indicate that creeping faults host

intermittent deformation at various scales resulting from the imbricated occurrence of numerous

slow slip events of various amplitudes.
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1. Introduction1

Faults are complex interfaces with heterogeneous properties. This is notably reflected by2

the large fluctuations of fault surface topography found over a broad range of scales on fault3

outcrops [1]. Deciphering the physics of fault systems is challenging due to the wide range of4

time and spatial scales associated with fault slip [2]. Our ability to probe the dynamics of fault5

systems at depth is limited by the coarse spatial resolution provided by surface data [e.g. 3].6

A common conceptual framework to rationalize the diversity of fault slip behavior is a model7

of fault interface consisting of locked, unstable patches capable of nucleating earthquakes and8

embedded in a stable fault matrix capable of steady or transient aseismic slip. The interactions9

between these two rheological components lead to a rich variety of phenomena such as slow slip10

events (SSEs) [e.g. 3], earthquake swarms [e.g. 4, 5], creep episodes recorded along strike slip11

faults [6, 7, 8] or in laboratory experiments [9, 10], afterslip [e.g. 11] and earthquake triggering12

mediated by elastic stress transfers [e.g. 12] or by intervening aseismic slip transients [e.g. 13,13

14, 15]. The main ingredients describing the dynamics of such interfaces are i) slow loading,14

ii) the heterogeneous nature of the medium and iii) long range elastic interactions. We can gain15

insight into the overall loading and stressing cycles of faults by analyzing the temporal behavior16

of slip in different geological contexts. Because direct imaging of small-amplitude slow slip17

at depth is often not possible, here we exploit the seismic signals that accompany slow slip,18

which we consider markers of the local slip rate on the fault interface [16]. By analyzing such19

signals and their statistical properties we obtain information about the physics of the deforming20

heterogeneous medium and find that the transient deformation on different faults share common21

features, suggesting a common mechanical process.22

Low frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are a particular type of seismic event recorded in several23

subduction zones and strike slip faults. They are characterized by a depletion in radiated energy at24

high frequencies compared to regular tectonic earthquakes. LFEs occur in environments where25

mostly aseismic slip is expected, generally in swarms forming tectonic tremors and often in26

conjunction with geodetically-detected slow slip transients. Numerous observations indicate that27

LFEs result from the dynamic shear failure on an otherwise aseismic interface [17, 18, 19, 20].28

If LFEs can be considered a passive monitor of slow slip at depth [21, 22, 23, 24], they provide29

high-resolution information about the spatio-temporal evolution of aseismic transients [16].30

Indeed the concomitant increase of tremor/LFE activity and transient strain recorded by sur-31
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face sensors suggests that both signals share the same mechanical origin. The propagation of32

a slow slip pulse along the fault interface is generally considered as both the driver of LFEs33

and the source of surface displacements associated with SSEs [25]. Such slow slip fronts are34

also predicted by numerical and theoretical models of velocity-dependent frictional interfaces35

[13, 14, 26]. However the limited sensitivity and resolution of geodetic instruments severely36

challenges the detection of transient deformation episodes such that only the largest SSEs are37

captured. LFEs are detected all the time, yet SSEs are not. Most likely, weak transient defor-38

mation episodes have gone undetected. Notably, in the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas39

fault, numerous LFEs are recorded but no geodetic signals have been reported from deep slow40

slip events [27]. Here we propose to use LFEs to characterize the small amplitude transients41

invisible to GPS. Yet, the analysis of LFE activity is not straightforward and requires a detailed42

processing in order to relate the analyzed signal to the slip on the interface. This difficulty is43

especially related to the strong time-clustering of the LFE activity at short time-scale, which can44

dominate the signal [28]. We thus develop here a new method to extract the signature of slow45

slip events from the discrete occurrence of LFEs.46

We analyze the timing of LFEs in order to constrain the temporal evolution of the process that47

drives them. We focus our analysis on LFEs identified in two subduction zones, Mexico and48

Cascadia, and on the deep portion of the San-Andreas fault at Parkfield. The activity of LFEs49

is often bursty, with a majority of events grouped into numerous short-lived swarms exhibiting50

high rates of LFEs [29]. We first analyze the short-term dynamics of LFEs, revealing a strong51

clustering that decays quickly with time and that is present in all three datasets. These local52

short term transient episodes combine over longer time scales into bursts that we associate with53

SSEs. We show that such larger scale transient episodes occur all the time and with a variable54

amplitude. The decay of the event rate with time during these bursts illuminates the underlying55

slow slip rate, indicating a decay of both the slip velocity and the propagation speed of the SSE56

front with time.57

2. LFE catalogs58

All LFEs analyzed in this study have been detected through matched-filter searches based on59

their similarity to previously identified template waveforms [30]. The LFEs associated with a60

common template will be referred to as a family. The high similarity of waveforms among61
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Table 1: Analyzed catalogs of LFEs. Note that the Cascadia catalog only covers events during slow slip [32].

Region Total LFE count # of LFE families Average family count Median family count

Mexico 1,849,487 1120 1651 853

Northern Cascadia 269,586 130 2073 1945

Parkfield 428,268 88 4867 4166

LFEs of a given family indicates they originate from very closely located sources. Based62

on the current location methods, we cannot distinguish if a family is generated by a single63

source or by distinct sources distributed in a compact area. Here we consider each fam-64

ily represents the repetitive failure of the same asperity along the fault plane. We latter65

support this assumption based on our modeling results.66

The LFE activity appears time clustered, with a majority of the LFEs in a family occurring67

during several bursts with only a few events in between [29](Figure 1).68

We use three LFE catalogs in this study (Table 1). We first use a catalog of LFEs that occurred69

between January 2005 and April 2007 in the Mexican subduction zone [31]. Some of the LFE70

families nearest to the trench are perturbed by the occurrence of a large slow slip in 2006 [3].71

We also analyze events in the Cascadia subduction zone, underneath Vancouver Island, from the72

catalog reported in [32]. The LFEs in this catalog are only reported during the occurrence of73

large SSEs across almost 11 years, from February 2003 to October 2013. We use as well the74

Parkfield LFE catalog which comprises 88 LFE families that occurred on the deep portion of75

the San Andreas fault [33, 34]. Events in this catalog are distributed over a 10 year long period76

extending from April 2001 to January 2010, but we only consider LFEs that took place after July77

2005, in order to mitigate the impact of the September 2004, Mw6 earthquake on our analysis.78

3. Model79

We propose a statistical model that aims to reproduce the observed rate of LFEs as a function80

of time in a given family. No spatial dependence is taken into account in our model and we do not81

consider any explicit interaction between families. This does not necessarily imply an absence82

of space-time correlation of LFE rates between the different families. Indeed we observe some83

clear patterns indicating such correlation. However we do not try to model this interaction. This84
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Figure 1: Example of an LFE family detected on the Mexican interface. Top: The cumulative number of events in the

family is displayed as a function of time. We observe an intermittent activity with bursts of LFEs making up the majority

of events. The inset shows a zoom of the time period indicated by the gray box. Bottom: LFE recurrence times as a

function of time. Bursts appear as vertical streaks of symbols. The inset shows a zoom of the time period indicated by

the 4-day long gray interval in the inset of the top figure. We observe that the burst itself is composed of a succession of

very short term sequences.
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would add extra complexity to the analysis of the LFE rate and requires a dedicated model for85

rendering this spatial interaction. We rather decide to treat each family independently.86

We assume in our model that the occurrence of LFEs is driven by an unknown external process.87

As we consider LFEs as repeaters, the most simple interpretation of this external process88

is slip on the fault area that surrounds the LFE-generating asperity. We are interested in89

recovering the temporal properties of this external process by studying its influence on the LFE90

activity rate. We note the LFE rate in a given family at a time t,91

λ(t) = µ +

Ne∑
i|ti<t

aig(t − ti), (1)

where µ is the background LFE rate and the second term corresponds to the activation of LFEs92

by all preceding external processes (slip rate increase in our interpretation). This second term93

is composed of the amplitude ai, which corresponds to the total number of LFEs induced by94

the i-th transient slip rate increase, and the normalized kernel, g, which is time-dependent and95

assumed the same for all SSEs in a given family. We note ti the onset time of the i-th transient.96

We impose an a priori on the possible transient onset times by simply considering all the LFE97

times as a potential time (that is, the ti are given by the time of LFEs in a family). If the LFE98

rate does indeed reflect loading velocity fluctuations, then using the LFE times as an a priori99

sampling of the possible transient onset times is a natural choice.100

The number of LFEs in the family is denoted by Ne. We make no assumption on the shape of101

g(t) and simply use a piecewise constant discretization of the kernel:102

gk = g(Tk < t < Tk+1), (2)

where Tk are the time intervals used for discretization and k ∈ [1 : N], with T1 = 0 and TN = 10103

days. The kernel g is normalized such that it represents a probability density function (pdf),104

N∑
k=1

gk(Tk+1 − Tk) = 1. (3)

We thus seek to recover the parameters µ, ai and gk that govern the LFE rate at any given time.105

We employ an Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach [35, 36, 37]. The Expectation step is106

obtained by computing107

ωi j =
aig(t j − ti)
λ(t j)

, (4)
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which corresponds to the probability that the LFE j is induced by a transient slip event starting108

at time ti, and109

ω0 j =
µ

λ(t j)
, (5)

which is the probability that the LFE j is not induced by any previous transient episode. It implies110

that111
j−1∑
i=1

ωi j + ω0 j = 1. (6)

The cost function associated with Eq. (1) is thus112

J = µTm +

Ne∑
i=1

aiGi −

Ne∑
j=1

ω0 j ln(µ) −
Ne∑
j=1

∑
i< j

ωi j ln
[
aig(t j − ti)

]
(7)

where Gi =
∑N

k=1 gk∆ik with ∆ik = [Tk,Tk+1] ∩ [0,Tm − ti] and Tm is the duration of the time-113

series. For most events, Gi = 1 but because of the finiteness of the time series Gi < 1 for the last114

events of a family. The minimization step is then realized by finding the minimum of the cost115

function J, that is, canceling the partial derivatives of Eq. (7) with respect to the parameters of116

the problem:117

∂J
∂µ

= 0 = Tm −

Ne∑
j=1

ω0 j

µ

µ =

∑Ne
j=1 ω0 j

Tm
, (8)

118

∂J
∂ai

= 0 = Gi −

Ne∑
j>i

ωi j

ai

ai =

∑Ne
j>i ωi j

Gi
, (9)

119

∂J
∂gk

= 0 =

Ne∑
i

ai∆ik −

Ne∑
j=1

∑
i|Tk<t j−ti≤Tk+1

ωi j

gk

gk =

Ne∑
j=1

∑
i|Tk<t j−ti≤Tk+1

ωi j∑Ne
i ai∆ik

. (10)

Once the parameters are estimated we iterate to another Expectation step, Eqs. (4-5), and Max-120

imization step, Eqs. (8-10). We stop when the variation of the background rate, µ, between two121

successive iterations becomes smaller than a certain tolerance. In such a way, we constrain the122

background rate µ, the amplitude ai associated with each time ti, and the influence kernel gk.123
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4. Short time-scale dynamics124

4.1. Temporal Evolution125

We first apply this method to each LFE family in the Mexican LFE catalog. We recover the126

kernel g(t), which captures the main time correlation among the events of a family and127

indicates a very short time clustering as visible in Figure 1. We observe that g(t) decays with128

time for all families (Fig. 2). This decay can be well approximated by a power-law function129

up to almost 1 day for most of the families. We fit the power law decay of g and note p the130

power law exponent of the best fitting model for each family. The fit is performed in the range131

t ∈ [10−3 − 0.3]d. At lower time-scales, the onset of the power-law is not always well defined132

and at longer time scales (when the rate is the lowest), the convergence of the model is the most133

uncertain and may depend on the initial values of g. We obtain p values distributed between 0.5134

and 2.0; the mean of the distribution is 1.3.135

For the Cascadia catalog we find a similar power-law decay of the kernel with time. The136

best power-law fit yields an exponent p between 1.0 and 1.5, with a mean value of 1.3 (Fig.137

2). For the Parkfield LFE catalog, g(t) displays a rather different behavior compared to the two138

other catalogs. We still observe a power-law decay of g at short time-scales but this decay stops139

after approximately 0.01 days (15 minutes). Then, depending on the family, we find that either140

this rate stays at a constant value up to the longest time-scales or that the decay resumed after141

some longer time scale. We fit the power-law decay of g but restrict the time range for fitting to142

[3 · 10−4 − 10−2]d. The values of p that we obtain are significantly larger than the ones found for143

the two other study regions: the majority of p values range between 1.5 and 2.5 with a mean of144

2.0.145

The time clustering of the LFE activity shows a rapidly, power-law decaying rate, with146

region-dependent power-law exponent. In Parkfield, the time clustering is pronounced147

and the kernel g decays sharply. This reveals that our model mostly captures the short148

time-scale dynamics (< 1d) of the LFE activity. We observe an agreement between the149

distribution of normalized recurrence times and the temporal decay of g, which supports150

the ability of our EM algorithm to correctly explain the data (Supplementary Figures S1151

and S2).152
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Figure 2: Representation of all kernels (gray dots), g as a function of time for all families in the three LFE catalogs.

The white circles show an example of the kernel g for a single family from each catalog. In the case of Parkfield, two

examples are displayed (white and black circles) to illustrate the variability of the kernel among families. For each plot,

the histogram represents the exponent of the best power-law fit of each kernel.
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4.2. An external process153

The power law decay of the kernel is very similar to the evolution of earthquake aftershock154

sequences. Omori’s law describes how earthquake rates following previous earthquakes decay155

as a power law function of time. In earthquake-mainshock sequences, the emergence of Omori’s156

law is mainly interpreted as being caused by the stress redistribution within the crust caused by157

the mainshock and by subsequent aftershock interactions.158

Empirically, the larger the mainshock, the higher the number of triggered earthquakes. In the159

case of LFEs, the emergence of a power-law decay of the LFE rate at short time scales could have160

two main interpretations: i) the decay reflects the local triggering of LFEs by a preceding LFE,161

possibly by static stress changes similar to normal earthquake mainshock-aftershock sequences,162

or ii) the decay is rather a manifestation of an external process affecting the LFE rate, typically163

the loading rate imposed by an ongoing slip transient. In order to test these two scenarios, we164

check if the amplitudes of the LFEs are linked to the value of ai, which corresponds to the165

number of induced events for a process starting at time ti. Indeed one could expect that if LFEs166

are triggering other LFEs, the highest amplitude LFE (reflecting a larger event) would trigger a167

larger number of events and have a correspondingly high value of a. We hypothesize that the168

stress perturbation caused by an LFE is small enough such that its influence extends only169

to the family it belongs to but does not reach other families. For all the families in all three170

catalogs, we tested if there is any correlation between the amplitude of the LFE and the obtained171

values of a. In each case we find that this correlation is nearly absent (See Supplementary Figure172

S3). This observation suggests that the time clustering of the LFE activity is not related to the173

amplitude of the initial LFE (within the same family). We also observed that the LFE amplitudes174

are marginally variable, so if triggering by LFE existed, then the rate of LFEs should be more175

or less constant, rather than the intermittent burst-like time series that are observed. This shows176

that the increase of the LFE rate is not caused by the occurrence of a preceding LFE but is rather177

the manifestation of an external process. It also confirms a posteriori our hypothesis that178

events in a family are produced by the same source. Indeed, if LFEs were very close but179

distinct asperities we would expect these asperities to interact and trigger each other. Our180

observation that, for some LFEs, a is nearly 0 and does not depend on the LFE amplitude181

does not support such interactions, but rather the interpretation that LFEs of a common182

family are repeating failures of the same fault patch.183
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4.3. Amplitude of the short transient episodes184

The estimation of the coefficient ai gives us insight into the number of events induced by a185

process initiating at time ti. We observe that within a family, a large proportion of the amplitudes186

a are close to 0 (Figure 3). This reflects the fact that many of the considered possible times of187

SSE actually do not correspond to any SSE onset.188

We also observe that during a LFE burst several large values of a are present and not just a189

single large value of a at the onset of the burst (Figure 3). This suggests that burst episodes are190

composed of a superposition of short time-scale sequences decaying rapidly with time (following191

the shape of g). We look at the distribution of the amplitudes a within a given family after192

excluding the low values of a ' 0 that do not represent a loading process. We observe for all193

families and all LFE catalogs that the distribution of the amplitude a can be well fitted by an194

exponential distribution h of the form195

h(a) ∝ exp
(
−

a
a∗

)
(11)

where a∗ is a fitting parameter (See Fig. 4). We find that the values of a∗ are very narrowly196

distributed and are close to 2.0 for all families and for all catalogs. This exponential amplitude197

dependence, suggests that during a burst episode a hierarchy of transient slip rate processes198

are activated, all decaying with the same pattern in time but with variable amplitudes.199

5. Long Transient slip rate decay200

So far, we have modeled the LFE time series without knowledge of the possible, long timescale201

transient episodes (SSE) occurrence times. Our model results mostly reflect the short-time202

scale dynamics of the LFE rate fluctuations imposed by a rapidly decaying slip rate process.203

We will now attempt to capture SSEs corresponding to burst periods of LFEs and that204

represent a longer time scale process as compared to the short decay of g(t). The signature205

of this process his hidden by the strong time clustering imposed by g on the LFE rate,206

such that this influence has to be removed in order to extract the sole response of the SSE207

transient. We are first interested in recovering the temporal shape of the global process that208

affects the occurrence rate of LFEs during bursts. We use the parameters a and ω0 to isolate209

events that mark the onset of a burst episode.210
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We identify the onset of burst periods as possible times where i) the transient forcing ampli-211

tude, a, is distinct from 0, because we are interested in periods of enhanced activity, and ii) the212

value of ω0 is significantly different from 0, because we want to capture only the onset of the213

burst i.e. there exists a sufficiently large temporal gap with the preceding event. We note that214

imposing such a criterion, we may miss the exact onset time of the burst episode if the related215

LFE rate activity is emerging slowly from background and not sharply.216

Consequently, for each family, we define the start of a burst as time ti for which ai/amax > ac217

and ω0 > ω0c, where amax is the maximum value of ai for a given family and ac is a threshold218

fixed at 10−2. We define the threshold ω0c as the minimum of the ω0 distribution, which marks219

the transition between the induced and background populations. We check that increasing this220

threshold or changing the value of ac do not affect significantly our results (See supplementary221

figures S4-S5). We also hypothesize that two SSEs cannot occur at the same time on a given222

family and we impose that in a family there could be only one burst episode in a time period223

less than 4〈∆t〉, where 〈∆t〉 is the mean inter-LFE time. If we find more than one possible224

burst onset time in such a time period we only keep the time associated with the highest225

value of a.226

Once burst onsets have been isolated with the criterion presented above, we simply compute227

the rate of induced LFEs following the burst onset in order to retrieve the mean evolution of the228

external process affecting the family (C). For all families we compute C as:229

C(t, t + δt) =
1

Nb

1
δt

Nb∑
n=1

∑
j|t j>tn

(1 − ω0 j)Θ(t < t j − tn < t + δt), (12)

(13)

where Nb is the number of bursts in a given family, and the times tn are the burst onset times.230

The function Θ(P) = 1 if the proposition P is true and equals 0 otherwise. We then separately231

stack the functions C for all families of a given catalog. By this procedure we can only recover232

aspects of the temporal evolution of the SSE that are common to all bursts and families. If each233

SSE has a different slip velocity shape, we might loose this information when averaging. For all234

catalogs we observe a very slow decay of C at early times (Fig. 5). This decay then transitions235

to a new rate which finally merges with the LFE rate that precedes the burst and defines the end236

of the burst period. In the Cascadia catalog, because no LFEs are reported outside burst periods237

(here identified as the large SSE), C(t) decays to 0 at long time scale instead of flattening to the238
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background rate. For the Mexican and the Cascadia catalogs we observe that the slow decay239

of C, before the sharp decay indicating the end of the burst period, can be well approximated240

by a power-law decay function with an exponent of 0.25 (Figure 5). In the Parkfield catalog,241

we observe that the function C decays quickly between 10−3d and 10−1d and then more slowly242

decays before reaching the background rate at around 2 to 10 days. We also observe in Figure 5243

that the kernel, g, associated with each catalog decays much more quickly than C(t) indicating244

that bursts must comprise multiple fast transient sequences as already speculated.245

6. Burst recurrence times246

We now turn to the recurrence times of the SSE. We consider the onset times that we obtained247

in the previous section. For each family we compute the inter-burst times and normalize them248

by the mean inter-burst time of the family. We only consider families from all catalogs that have249

at least 5 bursts occurrences. We then merge all computed values for each families in order to250

obtain a single distribution of normalized recurrence times for each catalog (Figure 6).251

We observe that the pdfs of the normalized burst recurrence times exhibit a maximum around252

∆TB/∆TB ∼ 1, where ∆TB is the burst recurrence time. The pdfs then decay sharply away from253

this maximum. The shape of the pdfs describing these recurrence times is well approximated by254

a log-normal distribution (Fig. 6).255

Although we try to define as objectively as possible the burst timing, this step relies on ad hoc256

thresholds. In order to check the validity of our approach, we compare our results with other257

results obtained using a different approach to extract burst occurrence times. We follow the ap-258

proach presented in [38] and found that the burst recurrence times obtained with this method are259

compatible with the distributions obtained previously (Fig. S6). These results confirmed those260

obtained previously and show that the recurrence times over the interface are well approximated261

by a log-normal distribution. We also verify that, when a sufficient number of bursts are available262

in a given family, the individual pdf computed for that family has a similar shape to the average263

pdf in Figure 6. We conclude that the obtained distribution is not an artifact of the collective264

merging of families and is also valid at the scale of a single family.265
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7. Burst amplitude distribution266

In order to appraise the amplitude of each burst we compute the number of non-267

background events during each burst period for a given family. Assuming that these LFEs268

represent repeating events, this amplitude can be considered as a proxy for the slip that269

occurred during the burst. We then normalize this number of events by the total number of270

events in the family. We merge all results from all the families of a common catalog in order to271

obtain the distribution of the burst amplitudes. We observe in Figure 7 that this distribution is272

well fit by an exponential distribution for Mexico and Cascadia and by a power-law distribution273

for Parkfield. This suggests that the bursts as well have a variable amplitude and do not recur274

always with the same amplitude. We note that such variable amplitude was also inferred275

from the analysis of tremor although with a different amplitude distribution function [39].276

8. Modeling the LFE activity277

In order to appraise the validity of the presented model of LFE (Eq. 1) we perform direct278

simulations of LFE time-series. We aimed at reproducing the observed statistical features of the279

LFE activity while generating LFEs according to Eq. (1). It also helps validate if Eq. (1) does280

represent a correct description of the LFE activity.281

In order to do so we first generate background LFEs whose occurrence times are obtained282
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from an homogeneous Poisson process of rate µ. We could consider that these events are linked283

to the background loading rate of the plate interface. We then consider two simulation scenarios284

in order to reproduce the non background events. First we simply suppose that at each time of a285

background event a short time scale transient episode, as captured by g, is happening. In order286

to model this scenario, we draw a random value of the amplitude ai that represents the number287

of induced events and we generate the times of these events based on the kernel g. In such a288

scenario we are closely following Eq. (1) but without considering the burst behavior of LFE that289

we evidenced with the function C. We observe that such simulations always produce too intense290

bursts and with a too low apparent periodicity (Figure S7). In a second scenario, we simply291

considered that LFEs are only generated by the longer time-scale burst (SSE) events. We first292

generate SSE onset times. In order to do this, we used the results of Figure 6 which shows that293

burst are recurring following a log-normal pdf. From these burst onset times we construct a non-294

homogeneous Poisson process with the rate evolving as C(t) and limited over the duration of the295

SSE episode. We associate each of these times with an LFE. In this scenario we are not respecting296

Eq. (1) and we observe that the resulting LFE time history is too regular and with no short-297

time activity (Figure S7). Finally, we combine the two previous scenarios in order to produce298

simulations that both respect Eq. (1) but also consider the burst properties as evidenced by the299

burst recurrence times and the function C. In order to do this, we proceed as for the previous300

scenario but instead of considering that the function C is directly responsible for the LFEs, we301

now impose that the generated times represent the times of the short-time scale episodes that are302

responsible for the LFE activities. We finally generate LFEs by: first drawing random values303
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of a in an exponential distribution (as implied from figure 4) at each times generated at the304

previous step, and then obtain the LFE times considering a non-homogeneous Poisson process305

of amplitude a and decaying following g(t). Adding the background events to these induced LFE306

events we are thus obtaining LFE time-series that respect the model imposed by Eq. (1). The307

simulations produced with this last scenario are much more in agreement with the observed time308

history of LFEs (Figure 8). This result can be compared with Figure 1 which shows the actual309

family in the catalog.310

This agreement is attested by the comparison of the value of J as defined by Eq. (7) computed311

for the family of the catalog and 100 random realizations of the time-series that have similar312

statistical features with the tested family. We observe that the value of J of the true sequence313

is of the same order of magnitude as the ones computed from our synthetic sequences (Fig. 8).314

We find that for 100 randomly selected families, the proportion γ as defined in the L-Test, as the315

proportion of generated models with a lower likelihood than the tested data, is γ =55% [40]. The316

observed likelihood is in the middle of the simulated values, suggesting that the proposed model317

is consistent with the data. It shows that our model is capturing most of the temporal dynamics318

of the LFE sequence. It also demonstrates a posteriori that the description of LFE activity as319

proposed by Eq. 1 is a valid model.320

9. Discussion321

We demonstrate that the dynamics of LFE activity in three different plate boundaries share322

many common properties. The LFEs occur mostly during bursts of high event rates that comprise323

several fast-decaying transient episodes.324

During bursts, we show that the LFE activity is strongly time clustered at short time scales.325

Indeed, because bursts have a duration that is longer than a single short time-scale sequence (Fig.326

5) and because we observe several large values of the amplitudes, a, during a single burst event,327

we suggest that burst sequences are composed of a succession of transient slow slip episodes.328

Several hypotheses can be proposed to explain this short-time clustering of the local rapid329

episodes. We previously did not favor the possibility that LFEs are triggering other nearby LFEs,330

either by static stress transfer caused by slip on the LFE patch or by the associated post-seismic331

stress relaxation. We thus suggest that an external forcing (possibly an aseismic transient or SSE)332

is responsible for the LFE rate. If we hypothesize that the LFE rate is proportional to the loading333
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rate in the creeping portion of the fault that undergoes a local creeping event, then the temporal334

decay of g represents a local instability on the fault over a short time scale. The time clustering335

of the LFE in a family therefore reflects an activation through a transient increase of the local336

loading rate. Following this scenario it requires that the loading rate during a SSE fluctuates337

rapidly at the location of the family because several fast decaying episodes are taking place338

during an SSE. In this case the LFE patch is activated multiple times during the burst period.339

This could be possible for instance if the macro-SSE pulse contains multiple mini-SSE pulses.340

Such a complex interweaving of variable time-scales and amplitude of transient slip episodes341

would be consistent with the very complex swarm patterns of tremor found in Mexico [41].342

These could also be explained by invoking sub-events that develop as back-propagating fronts343

notably during rapid tremor reversals [42]. This is supported by geodetic observations revealing344

that back propagating sub-events may compose the overall slow slip event [43]. High precision345

location of LFE sources in Cascadia shows that most LFEs are related to these very short346

term transient episodes in secondary fronts that develop during larger scale SSEs [44],347

as observed here. We can thus assume that the observed sharp decay of g(t) reflects the348

modulation of the slip rate at a given location during these back-propagating fronts or also349

possibly during fast along-dip migration.350

A second interpretation is that a LFE family actually comprises multiple nearby patches ca-351

pable of nucleating LFEs. All these patches react to the loading rate imposed locally by the352

slow-slip event. The burst episodes we observe are then a combination of the time-varying slip353

rate at the location of a single LFE patch combined with the spatial extent of the slow slip front354

reaching other LFE asperities (possibly included in the same family). This implies that a mini-355

SSE can be large enough to cover multiple families. This could explain the space-time correlation356

observed for LFE in Mexico [29].357

The evolution with time of the LFE activity within a burst when combining multiple sequences358

and/or families shows that the decay is very slow at the beginning of the burst, possibly decaying359

as a power-law with an exponent close to 0.25. This might be a true feature of the SSE indicating360

that the slipping rate is decaying slowly over the SSE duration at a given location of the passing361

SSE pulse. This could also reflect other possible scenarios. First, we might be missing the362

exact onset of the SSE/burst. This can effectively happen if the SSE onset is emergent and363

because we are sampling the possible onset times only at the time of LFEs. Another possibility364
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is that because we are mixing several slow slip episodes with variable rise time and duration, we365

recover an average evolution that masks the true decay of the SSE velocity. If we interpret the366

slow decay of the LFE rate during bursts as the signature of the slip rate imposed by the367

passing SSE front, we can link our results with the SSE dynamics. Indeed, rate and state368

friction models indicate that the slip rate, v, behind the SSE front decays as a function of369

the distance from the front, d, as v(d) ∝ d−0.5 [26]. Our observation that v(t) ∝ t−0.25 then370

implies that d(t) ∝ t0.5. It suggests that the SSE front propagates with a decaying speed.371

The inferred migration pattern has been actually observed for LFEs in Japan, suggesting372

it might be a common feature of SSE [45]. This indicates that our function C captures well373

the slip rate evolution of a burst at a given position of the fault plane. We can thus envision374

a model of variable fault slip rate over the plate interface governed mostly by two time-375

scale processes associated to the main SSE and the secondary transient fronts. The LFEs376

appear mostly during short term transient fronts whose occurrences are itself conditioned377

by a larger scale destabilization during an SSE (Figure 9).378

The numerous bursts/SSE episodes that we capture present a variable amplitude as quantified379

by the number of events occurring during these episodes (Figure 7). If we interpret the number380

of events as the slip amplitude of each SSE, we find that SSE amplitudes are not constant but381

follow an exponential (Mexico, Cascadia) or power-law (Parkfield) distribution. This supports382

the idea that SSE captured by geodetic instruments at the surface only represent the larger, vis-383

ible aseismic transients. Many other SSEs of smaller amplitudes are then missed because of384

the limited resolution of the surface instruments. Indeed, when seismological observations are385

leveraged to analyze the GPS time-series, evidence for previously unnoticed transient slip is re-386

covered [24, 16]. This argues in favor of the existence of SSEs of all sizes taking place over387

the fault plane as we observed from our analysis of LFEs and was observed from analysis of the388

tremor, although with a different amplitude distribution [39].389

10. Conclusion390

The analysis of the time history of LFEs reveals several common features across three different391

regions. We find evidence that the slip on the plate interface is dominated by a process with two392

time scales. At short time-scale we find an activity decreasing rapidly with time, possibly related393

to local transient episodes linked to rapid tremor reversals. We show that this activity at very short394
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Figure 9: Sketch illustrating LFE rate fluctuations in relation with the fault slip velocity. The colors represent the

interface velocity in a time-space diagram. The black dots represent actual LFEs of the Mexican catalog extracted

over a period of 12 hours and 15 km in the along dip direction. We observe an increase of the activity over the

12 hours that we link to the occurrence of an SSE. The slip rate of this SSE is represented by the black dashed

curve at the bottom and corresponds to the function C. During this large scale transient multiple secondary

fronts develop and activate LFEs over very short time scales (red colors). The very short time decay during these

episodes is captured by the function g.
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time scale is modulated by the occurrence of longer time-scale burst episodes related to slow slip395

events on the interface. We show that the slip rate within a burst at a given location decays more396

slowly with time. The amplitude of these burst events follows a continuous distribution implying397

that SSEs of all sizes occur on the fault plane. These episodes can recur over a broad time398

interval. Our results suggest that the apparent, large-scale, continuous deformation of creeping399

faults is actually composed of a hierarchy of variable-amplitude slow slip events.400
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